


Underwater communication is power hungry

Underwater Climate Monitoring Marine Life Sensing
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How can the piezo be converted into a reflector?



When the terminals are shorted:
E = 0 
D = 0
Thus, T = 0

Since T is the total mechanical stress. That is stress from incoming 
wave plus stress from the reflected wave. 

Thus the piezo reflects by not being able to deform.



RF signals decay 
exponentially in water

Why doesn’t it completely go 
to zero in absorptive state?





Backscatter switches:
• Two MOSFETS in series

Impedance matching
• Inductors and capacitors

Objective: Ensure maximum power transfer and better SNR



1-Rectifies
2-Doubles the amplitude 

Why need to rectify?

Why need to double voltage 
while energy remains the 
same?



Level shifter and 
Schmitt trigger

Pull-down resistor Microcontroller
• Edge detection
• Ultralow power 

microcontroller, MSPG2553
• consumes less than 230 µA at 

1.8V
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Concurrent transmissions solving two 
equations with two unknowns

Backscatter communication is frequency 
agnostic

• Know the channel matrix because the 
preamble is known

• Know received signal



1- MATLAB-based decoder. The decoder identifies the different transmitted 

frequencies on the downlink using FFT and peak detection. 

2- Then downconverts the signal to baseband by multiplying by its respective 

carrier frequency. 

3- Employs a Butterworth filter on each of  the receive channels to isolate the 

signal of  interest and reduce interference from concurrent transmissions.

4- Employs a maximum likelihood decoder to decode the FM0 decoded bits
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Air-backed, end-capped transducer



Tested in closed water tanks



Testing communication

• The SNR decreases when the bitrate increases
• The SNR significantly drops for bitrates 

higher than 3 kbps



• Idle or lazy state consumes 124µW
• Power consumption increases to 

around 500µW for the different 
backscatter bitrates


